
A Whole NeW TAke oN kiTcheN DesigN
Kitchen Workstation Furniture brings new flexibility to culinary spaces

 (Catasauqua, PA – November 29, 2017)  In today’s world of modern design, creating the perfect room is all about 

filling an open floor plan with beautiful furnishings. YesterTec is proud to bring that design freedom to the kitchen, 

replacing traditional “permanent” cabinetry and appliances with extraordinary Kitchen Workstation Furniture (KWF). 

Grouped together or as stand-alone pieces, they provide the full spectrum of kitchen functionality while delivering 

exceptional good looks, discrete storage and unprecedented flexibility.

 The concept of treating the kitchen as a space to be furnished is a rising trend as consumers and designers 

experience a great “aha moment” in recognizing the benefits of independent kitchen furniture. YesterTec offers an 

impressive array of classically inspired furnishings to complement a variety of decors, with sizes and specs that can 

be customized to fit any project or circumstance. Each unit is freestanding, allowing a more efficient use of space and 

complete freedom in configuring a custom kitchen. with concealed appliances and abundant counter top and storage 

systems – all integrated into well-crafted, heirloom quality workstations.

 One of the most notable features of YesterTec’s KWF designs is the U.L. Listed technology that allows hot appliances 

to be safely concealed behind closed doors. Their state-of-the-art pocketing door system allows cook tops, stoves, 

ovens and microwaves to be operational only when the unit’s doors are open and stored securely in their pockets. This 

smart precaution eliminates a potential fire hazard and is an industry-leading development by the YesterTec team. 

 Kitchen Workstation Furniture allows virtually any room to be used as a kitchen. Group multiple units together to 

create a complete kitchen, or tuck just one hospitality armoire into a master suite to create a perfect spot for brewing 

coffee. YesterTec’s unique mini-kitchen armoires are a wonderful design solution for executive board rooms, game 

rooms or in-law apartments.

 Discover the design liberation made by possible with Kitchen 

Workstation Furniture by YesterTec. Create a full kitchen on 

your own terms with beautiful custom furnishings and 

everything needed to concoct simple snacks or elaborate 

dinner parties. Learn more about the design possibilities at 

www.yestertec.com.
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